Publications/Printed Art Matter/ArtBooks
1-Meter-Square
Date: 2016
Artist/Editor/Designer: Christine Mackey
Commissioned by: As Above So Below’ project, ACA, Allenheads
Contemporary Arts.
Funded by: Arts Council England, North Pennines AONB
Partnership, Active Northumberland, Newcastle University and
through the Visual Bursary Award, The Arts Council of Ireland
Artist edition of: 100
Dimensions: 540 x 770 mm Folded 140 x 200 cm
Published and distributed by: Drift-editions
ISBN: 978-0-9928880-2-2
http://www.acart.org.uk/aasb.html
http://www.acart.org.uk/AASB-brochure.pdf

About 1 Meter-square play’s upon the construction of alternative
histories based on the often incidental and changing propagation of plants, land-use and human intervention. This work was
developed in response to a residency programme run by MIGAA
Berlin/ACA England that Mackey attended. The work is devised
in 3 parts. Part 1. includes this Unique foldout guide that the
public can read, circulate and retain. The textual content is a
transcription of a walk that the artist carried out with the botanist
Alan Davidson that includes a discussion on the scientific and
common names of the plants with current known ecological
status in Britain. A correspondence is set up through the timed
reference numbers in the text fold-out guide e.g. (00:23:53) etc.,
and the subsequent installations works for exhibition

BACKLANDS
Date: 2014
Artist/Editor/Content: Christine Mackey
Commissioned by: Property Registration Authority,
Roscommon and Office of Public Works, Dublin
Dimensions: 1000 x 930 mm Folded 125 x 222.5 mm
Artist edition: 500
Design by: Pure design
Published and distributed by: Drift-editions
ISBN: 978-0-9928880-0-8

About BACKLANDS produced by artist Christine Mackey with transition year students from
St. Nathy’s College is developed as an alternative
‘tourist’ guide with which to explore the town of
Ballaghaderreen, based on keen observations made
by the students - following paths, trails, lane-ways
and back-ways that criss-cross through the town.
These intersecting pathways opened up a new way of
re-discovering the built environment, its associated
social history and topographical features.
https://issuu.com/leitrimchristine/docs/backlands_
exhibitionboards

BALSAM BASHING
Date: 2014
Artist/Editor/Content: Christine Mackey
Commissioned and funded by: Rejmyre Art Lab,
Sweden
Dimensions: 210 x 148 mm, Full-colour, page count
15
Artist edition: 100
Published and distributed by: Drift-editions
ISBN: 978-0-9928880-1-5

About The textual content for this work is in part
semi fiction/semi historical account of the Himalayan Balsam ‘Impatiens Glandulifera Royle’. It is
listed as one of the ‘top five’ most invasive species in
the ‘world’. The work uncovers the systemic ‘spread’
of Himalayan Balsam seeds through the emigration
route of Swedish and Irish communities through
England and America that relays the link between
Britain and Indian through the work of John Forbeg
Royle whose name attributes to the Latin name:
Impatiens Glandulifera Royle’. On numerous trips
to the Himalayas, he found/identified the plant and
was the possible ‘carrier’ for its subsequent entry to
Kew Gardens in 1889.
http://rejmyreartlaborg.ipage.com/residency_participants.htmlhttps://issuu.com/leitrimchristine/docs/
balsambashing2014

Seed Matter
Date: 2013
Artist/Editor/Content/Design: Christine Mackey
Contributions include: Roland von Bothmer, Svaldbard Global
Seed Vault; Sarah Kleeger & Andrew Still ,The Seed Ambassadors; Madeline McKeever, Brown Envelope Seed; Sanaa Abdul
Wahab Al Sheick, Iraqi Gene Bank; Kate Corder, Artist & Allotment holder; Betty Geelan & Maureen Harrison; Dr. Vandana
Shiva NAVDANYA; Kultivator, Fidelma Mullane, Cultural
Geographer; Mitch Dunne and Dr. Ollie Moore
Funded by: The Arts Council of Ireland, additional support
Limerick City Gallery of Art, and The Butler Gallery
Dimensions: 210 x 148 mm, Full-colour, page count 107
Artist edition: 250. ISBN: 0-9553668-4-4
Printed by: Print Bureau, Dublin
Distributed by Drift-editions and associated gallery’s

About This publication utilizes the ‘historical pamphlet ’as the
basis for the design and content of this work because of its association with ‘rogue literature’ that created an alternative space for
public debate. Bruno Latour has variously described such a space
as ‘voices of the collective’ or the ‘alting’ of universal citizens. In
taking up these ideas, Mackey is interested in how artists can develop work in a collaborative context whilst transcending notions
of representation for the production of a series of possible events
or gatherings in various forms such as this publication and exhibition. In using the event as a connective process, the publication
and exhibition(s) work together in assembling a wide range of
responses from people concerned with current debates on foods
sovereignty, seed culture, land use and community gardening.
1. PUBLICATION: SEED MATTER [document enclosed as separate file] http://issuu.com/leitrimchristine/docs/seedmatter
https://issuu.com/leitrimchristine/docs/seedmatter

A YEAR IN THE FIELD (Set of two publications)
Date: 2012
Artist/Editor/Content/Design: Christine Mackey
Commissioned by Fingal County Council Arts Office
Published and distributed by Fingal County Council
Dimensions: Field-Work PAD 1. A5 Full-colour, Field-Work
PAD 2. A4 Full-colour
Artist edition: 500
ISBN: ISBN 9780957172104
Printed by: Hudson Killeen, Dublin
Distributed by: Fingal County Council Public Arts Office

About A Year in the Field devised as a set of two publications
was developed in response to ﬁeldwork carried out on a wet-land
site at St. Ita’s in Donabate, Co. Dublin. Field-work PAD 1. Collates Mackey’s responses based on a series of activities – walking,
collecting, digging, diagramming, recording, and talking of this
space. Field-work PAD 1. served as the prototype, from which
an outline of Field-work PAD 11. emerged. Field-work PAD 11.
function as a playful nature study-guide, premised on a series of
twelve activities designed to prompt creative exploration of any
‘ﬁeld’ system, by any person. Activities are listed from 1 to 12,
but they can be done in any order. Each activity has a title that
suggests what the content is – but it’s only that a suggestion.
https://issuu.com/leitrimchristine/docs/a5ayearinthefield https://
issuu.com/leitrimchristine/docs/a4ayearinthefieldworkbook
http://fingalarts.ie/public-art/public-art-panel/christine-mackey/

PLANTERS TRADE OFF
Date: 2010
Artist/Editor/Content/Design: Christine Mackey
Funded by: The Arts Council of Ireland and the University of
Ulster, Belfast
Dimensions: 10×8 in, 25×20 cm, 60 Pages, full-colour
Artist edition: Print on-demand BLURB
ISBN: ISBN 9780957172104
Printed by: BLURB
Distributed by: BLURB

About This publication draws closure from the art-project Aggressive Localism and Trade-Off, launched in 2008 at the Dock
Art Centre in Carrick-on-Shannon, Co. Leitrim as part of AFTER - responding to a changed landscape. Trade-Off proposed
practical and redemptive tactics towards man-made structures
and surfaces through the planting of native Irish wild-flower
seeds, creating a platform for environmental issues materialised
through civic action and movements on the land. Led by public
reciprocity between the individual and I, this project created
a temporary and unique community of people who signed up
to an ‘an agreement’, which outlined their creative role in this
project and my responsibility to complete the work as stated
in the agreement in the form of this publication. This modest
offering – a visual record of the process testifies to the power of
the subjective act that re-affirms our relationship to people and a
place whilst acknowledging the complexity of ecological systems
that manage our planet.
http://www.blurb.com/b/1447022-trade-off-planters

RIVERwork(s)
Date: 2008
Artist/Content/Editor: Christine Mackey
Co-editor: Cliodhna Shaffrey
Contributors: Dermot Healy Bryonie Reed Sam
Moore Don Cotton Terry O’ Regan and Ciara Healy
Design: Carton LeVert. Printed by: Drukkerij
Rosbeek
Published by: Ignition press.
Distributed by: Ignition Press Sligo Arts Office
Commissioned by: Sligo Local Authorities
Funded by: The Department of Environment, Heritage and local Government Per Cent for Art Scheme
with additional support from The Arts council of
Ireland and The Sligo Art Gallery
Artist edition of: 750. Full-colour, hard-bound and
stitched, page count: 156. ISBN: 9780955225697.

About RIVERwork(s) was devised as an artist book
from the many explorations of the harbour in Sligo
and up river to Lough Gill including peoples local
knowledge such as walkers, residents and fishermen.
Mackey made contact with many experts, specialists,
public officials and local record keepers collecting an
eclectic range of information on an array of subjects,
related to the significance of the Garvogue, Lough
Gill and the wider landscape of the area.

http://www.academia.edu/22009806/RIVERwork_s_
https://issuu.com/leitrimchristine

Points of Departure
Date: 2006
Artist/Content/Editor: Christine Mackey
Commssioned and funded by The Context Gallery, Derry
Contributors: Alicia Zamort, Patricia Belli, Helen Temple,
Rolando Castellon, Santiago B. Olmo, Rodolfo Molina
Dimensions: A5, 100 pages, full colour with paperback cover
Artist edition: 100
Design by: Denzil @onanistdesign
Distributed by: The Context Gallery

About This publication collates Mackey’s travels and experiences in Central America and research into local artists and their
environment. Mackey commissioned a number of artists, an art
critic and an environmental sociologist to develop textual work
or small sketches in relation to a short text that she gave them
to respond to. She is interested in the tactics used by individuals
and artists to navigate daily existence in environment where local
and globalised strategies are imposed upon them by local and
outside agencies.
http://contextgalleries.blogspot.ie/2006/11/points-of-departure-christine-mackey.html
http://circaartmagazine.website/backissues/circa-art-magazinecirca-119-review-christine-mackey-points-of-departure-2/

TIDINGS From here to there
Date: 2006.
Artist/Content/Editor: Christine Mackey.
Commissioned and funded through the % for Art Scheme,
Dublin City Council.
Contributor: Ruth Jones.
Dimensions: 82 Pages with 27 one-colour text drawings and 27
colour images spiral bound with paperback cover.
Publisher: Dublin City Council (Arts Office)
Artist edition: 250. ISBN: 0 9554281 06.

About The complexity of ‘gifting’ was explored in the public
art project: ‘Tidings – from here to there’. This work was devised as an open invitation to the residents of Ballybough, who
had moved into there new homes that explored the impact of
re-location on their lives and families, in a dynamic and positive way for the community. The residents home became the
meeting place, a privileged position for the artist to work from,
but central to the process. Pertinent thoughts, drawn from
each of the residents, formed the textual arrangement for the
art-book. Mackey was interested in how she could give value to
conversations – aesthetically. This was achieved by extracting
pertinent lines/phrases of conversation from each of the individual residents, which was them hand-drawn onto paper, shaping
the narrative of the book and voicing their position locally. In
exchange for the residents time, each participant was offered
a tiding, realized in a variety of forms and activities, amongst
which included a poem written for a family, trips to galleries and
the theater, garden work and small works on paper and canvas.

http://www.dublincityartsoffice.ie/the-lab/exhibitions/tidings
http://transactionspublication.com/2015/06/11/social-practice-and-public-art-a-survey-of-socially-engaged-art-in-dublin-city-councils-public-art-programme/
http://www.firestation.ie/programme/project/tidings-from-here-to-there/

